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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Significance Life)
Self-Development and Inspirational series …

One of the common questions I was asked during my inspirational seminar is, “I don’t seems to be
able to do the right things and finding it difficult to relate with others, I tried in many ways, attending
seminars and read self-enrichment books. I have even tried changing my behaviors but each time it
just got worse. Can you tell me what is wrong with me?”

It always disturbs me when I see people who are highly talented but fall short of achieving their
personal success. Indeed, with the recent years of financial and economic crisis, many people are
losing confidence and are lost in their self-identity.

Actually, everyone and anyone can live a healthy and satisfying life but in order for people to do that
we need to have a clear sense of identity, which depends on three things – a sense that one is
unconditionally loved, a sense of one’s value, and a sense of meaning and purpose – basically, it can
be described as – security, self-worth, and significance – or I would simply termed them as the 3S.
Imagine you are a person who is secure being who you are, holding a high degree of self-worth, and
are doing something significance for yourself and the people around you, would you not be
confidence, positive, and emotionally well-balance?

Security
When we know that we are loved and loved unconditionally, the easier it is for us to do our daily tasks
and relate well to others. The problem is that many people are filled with fear and anxiety due to
previous bad experience of being punished or growing up in a harsh environment.

Everyone longs to be loved, the more conscious we are that we are the objects of love, the easier it is
to face up to life and rise above all its problems.

Bob can never accept failure of any kind, because his mother has placed extremely high expectation
in him – be it in his studies, in his career, and in his daily life. Bob lived in tremendous degree of
stress in his life trying to please his mother and to win his mother’s love, knowing that if he is
successful in his career, his mother will love him more otherwise, she will show grave
disappointments and start reprimanding him the importance of financial and career success. Bob
never experience unconditional love, but a love that require meeting high degree of expectations. He
is totally stressed up, temperamental, and living a covetous life full of envies and jealousy.
Henceforth, he is always frustrated, angry, and high degree of insecurity.

People like Bob do not know how to love, and find it difficult to give love. In all things he do, he want to
be on the advantageous end of the bargain, he takes and rarely gives, lead a poor relational life with
others, and highly critical of other people’s performance and success.

Self-Worth
By self-worth, I mean a sense of being valued. There are people who are loved, but because he or
she felt unworthy to be loved, thus, the person simply cannot receive the love that was given. There is
a distinction between being loved and being valued – when we are loved by someone, we feel
cherished; when we are valued by someone, we feel worthwhile. We value ourselves as we believe
we are valued.

Jane has a boyfriend who truly loves and cares for her. In all the years of their relationship, Jane felt
that she is unworthy of his love, and has a tendency of finding faults with herself and being angry with
herself, to the point that of self-condemnation, thus, creating a strain in her relationship all the time.
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Jane felt that her boyfriend think that she is not good enough for him, and does not value this
relationship; and constantly thinking that a better girl would come along and he would leave her. A
person comes to sense how much he or she is valued not by what other people think, but by what the
person (himself or herself) thinks of other people think of them, in other words, we valued ourselves
as the way we perceived how other people think of us.

Significance
Every single person on the face of this earth has a purpose in being here. In order to live a
significance life, we need to stand for something which is of value to ourselves; otherwise, we may
end up falling for everything. Unfortunately, there are people who live their lives depending on what
other people thinks, or perpetually seeking other people’s advices, or afraid of making decisions. They
feel much more comfortable flowing with the crowd and refused to stand up from the crowd. Did it
ever come across your mind that the people to whom you are seeking advice cannot even lead their
own lives properly? So, what is the point of seeking their advice, which is actually their opinion of the
issue perceived?

We do not have the same talents and abilities. We cannot all do the same things, but we can all be
who we are born to be individually. There will always be areas of which you are talented in things that
others may find it difficult to do. I cannot be what you are, and you cannot be what I am. Many people
hide their talents because they are afraid – afraid of responsibility, afraid of judgment, afraid of what
people will think. They are afraid to step out, afraid they might fail, afraid of criticism, afraid of other
people’s opinions, afraid of being misunderstood, and some even afraid of hard work involved. I would
always say, “It is not hard works that make people feel regretful; it is meaningless tasks.”

I do not want you to be afraid to take the talent that are given to you as I do not want you to end up
unhappy, unfulfilled, and dissatisfied because you are living a compromising life. Let me encourage
you to use your talents to the greatest possible extent and to do your best in every area of your life.
Every one of us has to recognize that we can never guarantee every effort we make will bring us the
success we desire, but never trying is sure to guarantee failure.

The farmer sows his seed in the ground and then goes on his way, sleeping and rising. Eventually,
the ground brings forth its yield on its own. The farmer does not know how the harvest will come or
exactly when it will come, but his job is to get up in the morning, do what is required, and go to bed at
night. A farmer never knows exactly when his crop will come in, he just does what he can to enrich the
soil and cultivate his crops. Let me encourage you to do likewise. Worrying and dwelling over
unpleasant events will not change anything. I have seen people pondering and dwelling over and over
their mishaps in life, never wanting to do anything, but sitting there worrying and am filled with
anxieties. If worrying and dwelling on negativism can resolve issues go ahead sit there and worry your
problems away, but unfortunately, it is just making things worse, and because you are miserable, you
are also making the people around you feeling miserable and uncomfortable.

Take almost any psychological problem and when you cut your way through all the labels
psychologists give to the various conditions, you come to a person who does not feel deeply loved, or
who has little or no sense of worth, or feels there is no meaning or purpose to his or her life.

Because we are volitional (power of using one’s will) beings, everything we do has a purpose. Often
we are not conscious of the purpose behind our choices. I remembered meeting Ming, a university
student who kept failing his examinations. It was not until I thoroughly came to understand his
experiences as a child that I began to comprehend what purpose his behavior served. When he was a
child, his parents used to say, “If you do not pass all your examinations, we will not love you.” Growing
up in this atmosphere of conditional love, he became an angry young man; but because his
relationship with his parents did not allow him to express his angry emotions directly, he expressed
them indirectly – by failing all his examinations.
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The best way to understand any unit of behavior is to ask yourself: What is the goal to which the
behavior is directed? What was the goal behind the university student’s behavior? It was retaliation.
He wanted to get back at his parents in a way that did not involve expressing his anger directly. Only
when he understood the goal behind his behavior was he able to initiate change.

Likewise, I know of people who refused to live a healthy life or refuse to be fully recovered from their
illness simply because their goal behind those behaviors is to receive the attention and love from their
loved ones.

What our minds engage greatly affects the way we feel, and how we feel greatly influences the way
we act. Henceforth, we need to be secure in being who we are, building our self-worth, and living a
significance life.

Be Secure
It is not enough just to love ourselves; we must also like ourselves. There are people who are having
a terrible time getting along with other people, and I discover the reason was that they are not getting
along with themselves. If you do not like yourself, you will have a hard time liking anyone else. We
must not only have the right attitude toward others but also the right attitude toward ourselves.

All of life is tasteless without love. Even acts of generosity that are done out of obligation, but without
sincere love leave us empty. Love is the energy and the flavor of our lives.

Underlying all negative emotions is self-centeredness and self-interest. Emotions that show love are
emotions that are more other-centered than self-centered. All negative emotions arise because of the
absence of love. Where love is not, other emotions flow through the personality. Where love is, fear is
not. Where love is, anger is not. Where love is, guilt is not.

As parents, employers, friends, husbands, wives, and children – all of us need to make a commitment
to love with our words and actions, and to build confidence in others. Every word we speak and every
act we do can be a brick to build with or a bulldozer to destroy. Words and actions are seeds; they
are containers for power. They carry creative or destructive power and they produce a good harvest
or a bad harvest in your life and in the lives of those you love. Emotions tempt us to take the easy
way, to do what feels good for the moment, such as yelling at a person’s unintended action or using
hurting words to injury a person’s character or integrity. Wisdom moves us to take the way that seems
hard at first such as walking away for the moment so as to calm ourselves or holding back the tongue
of hurting words, but later on we find that it leads to an abundance and significance life.

Building Your Self-Worth
We know that positive minds produce positive lives; negative minds produce negative lives. Positive
thoughts are always full of confidence and hope (expectations of good things to come); negative
thoughts are always full of fear and doubt. When we keep our eyes and our thoughts on everything
that is wrong with us, it prevents us from moving forward in life.

Some people are afraid to hope because they have been hurt so much in their lives. They experience
so many disappointments that they do not think they can face the pain of another one. Therefore, they
refuse to hope so they will not be disappointed in case things do not work out as they hoped. They
lived their life with the philosophy of “if you do not expect anything good to happen, then you will not
be disappointed when it does not.” But this type of thinking leads to negative outlook on everything,
and since the thoughts were all negative, so were their words and therefore, so was their life. Living
life is this manner will bring low self-worth as there is little or no value in your life.
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Begin to think positively about your life, practice being positive in each situation that arises. Even if
whatever is taking place in your life at the moment is not so good, it is important to know who you are,
what talents you possess, and continually expecting something good to come out from that situation.

Do not despise your life and wish for another just because you are going through some challenges. If
you had someone’s life, your trials might well be worse than the ones you have now. Besides,
whatever you are going through right now, remember, this too shall pass!

Live a Significance Life
There are people who are sorry about everything. They are sorry about their lives, sorry about what
they have done or not done, sorry about the decisions they have made or not make. Living in an
attitude of sorrow and regret simply robs these people of joy they could experience every day and of
hope for a better tomorrow. Wrong choices cause regret, and when we experience regret, we need to
deal with it and let it teach us how to make better choices in the future. No matter how many bad
choices you have made in the past, if you will start making good choices and keep at it, you will begin
to see positive results in your life and the lives of the people around you. You have to stop blaming
circumstances and people for the problems in your life and start taking responsibility for your choices.

You cannot rebuke the storms in your life if you have storm on the inside of you. When we lost our
inner peace and were as ‘stormy’ as the storm, we are lost as to what solutions to undertake or be
able to compose ourselves to remain calm, instead we will go into a rage or doing something or
saying hurting words, which we would later regret.

You may face many limitations that you can do nothing about. That doesn’t mean giving up. It means
directing your efforts toward the situations you can influence and not wasting your energy on things
beyond your control or things that of no importance. Whatever we cannot do, there are many other
things we can. Accepting the things you can’t change doesn’t mean that you surrender to
circumstances. Proactive people constantly look for ways to succeed in spite of the circumstances.
Reactive people are likely to go through life complaining about their circumstances. They focus on
things they can do nothing about and ignore the things that are within their circle of influence.

Jump Start Your Enjoyable Living
Jump start your success by saying you love your life, be thankful in all things, no matter what the
circumstances may be, knowing that you can do a difference in your own life and in the lives of others.
You are an individual, you are unique, and you have a right to enjoy your life, which must include
enjoying your unique self. Wrap your arms around yourself right now and say out loud, “I accept
myself, and I love myself in a balanced way. I am not selfish and I should look not only to my own
interests, but also to the interests of others. I do affirm myself as a person of high self-worth and
living with a purpose for my significance life.”

Your success is my greatest rewards!

Your favorite author and speaker – Peter Ng
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